The true number of information security incidents is
unknown, primarily as a result of under-reporting.
Research from other disciplines on incident reporting
can be reused to identify the critical success factors
required to support an information security incident
reporting model.

Information Risk Conceptual Framework
Why the Research?
It could be argued that in today’s world
information is ubiquitous and, increasingly for
individuals, organisations and nations, seen as an
asset which has value in its purest sense. It may
be the case information has always been
considered of value, as evidenced by early
iterations of cyphers and encryption in Egyptian
times, as well as Caesar cyphers and biblical
cyphers (Singh, 1999). The main difference now
being the sheer volume and accessibility of that
information. An ever increasing proportion of that
information is now stored, processed and
accessed via technology and the reliance upon
that technology and the skills to support it has
become commonplace (Lockridge and Barnett,

The below conceptual framework shows the flow from
information risk to risk management, exploitation and
information security incident occurrence. The
perceived problem is there is a break in the logical
flow when it comes to incident reporting. If significant
numbers of incidents are not reported then the data
upon which risk management decisions are made
could be flawed. It is suggested that by identifying the
critical success factors required to support better
incident reporting and to develop an incident reporting
maturity model based on those factors, the logical flow
can be improved. This in turn potentially enables
more empirically based risk decisions.
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2011) A collective noun ‘Cyberspace ’ commonly
describes the widespread use and reliance upon
the internet and it may be possible to consider
cyberspace as an increasing element of a new
engine of economic growth and, to some extent, a
contributory factor to the modern industrial
revolution as described by Jenson, (1993).
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Dalkey (1969, p2) refers to there being a spectrum of inputs; ranging from
knowledge through to speculation. In between lies opinion which he
believes is the flattering name for the collective ‘products of judgement,
wisdom, insight and similar intellectual processes’.

The literature review identified that little research in the
reporting of information security incidents had taken
place. In contrast, in the healthcare sector, there
were numerous published papers and reports on
‘adverse patient incidents’ for example; Hui-Ying
Chiang, PhD, RN; Shu-Yuan Lin, PhD, RN et al
2010, Lawton and Parker, 2002 and Firth Cozens,
2002. The healthcare sector literature also gives
potential reasons why under reporting may have
occurred. Incident reporting barriers were identified in
the British report; Department of Health: An
Organization with Memory (2000). There are a
number of papers and studies on the efforts to share
incident information between groups and sectors or on
risk methods that comment on the lack of accurate
data of reported incidents but none tackle the reason
why. (Baskerville, R. 1991), (Baker, W.H., Rees L.P.,
Tippett, P.S. 2007).
It would therefore be valuable to obtain the opinion of
information security professionals on the potential
similarities in the barriers to reporting and learning from
incidents that were identified in research in
healthcare and elsewhere. Could the research be
applicable and reused by the information security
sector?

In this context there is a common perception
amongst Information Security Professionals that
the true number and type of information security
incidents is unknown, mainly due to under
reporting. Without empirical figures on reported
incidents the accuracy and value of risk
assessments is likely to be put into question.

Speculation versus Knowledge
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Pilot Study. Response of attendees at
security conferences in 2011 to; “What
degree of confidence do you have in the
number of information security incidents
that are actually reported?”

Public
Sector
Private
Sector

All or the
majority
35%

Some or few

47%

53%

65%

Delphi Study. A Delphi to identify the
critical success factors to improve security
incident reporting was conducted between
Dec 2015 to May 2016 over two rounds.
Consensus identified four critical success
factors.
A Recognition incidents
will occur
Ease of
Reporting

Root Cause
Analysis
Feedback to
reporter

It could be argued that security incident reporting is at best sitting
between
speculation and opinion

An Incident Reporting Maturity Model is in
development prior to being subjected to a
validation test
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